Where in the world would be your
favourite place? What would you
enjoy seeing and doing?

Different music - different fan groups. Can you identify
fan groups, do you belong to one? Share your music and
decide!

Can you create a new identity from all the positive
aspects of the class' personalities?

ID - Year Five/ Six Autumn Topic.
What does your style say about you?
Can you design a t-shirt that makes a
statement about you?

Who do you think you are? Are you an extrovert or an introvert, a singleton, a
twin or even a triplet?
Let's discover what makes you...you!

What would happen one morning
if you woke up and found you were
someone else?

From your fingerprints and footprints, genes and DNA, everything is unique
about you. So why do you look like Mum or Dad... or even Auntie Rose?
Explore the world of human identity and how our unique features can be used

What does taste mean? what do
people mean when they say
somebody has good or bad taste?

to tell us apart from each other or help solve a crime!

Are you similar in looks to a
relative?

Write reports, adverts and narratives all on the theme of identity and
express your opinions, views and beliefs. Do you like the same thing as others,
or are your tastes uniquely yours?
Then it is time for some detective work! In the case of the stolen handbag,
use your knowledge and skills to solve the crime and identify the culprit.

Do the tallest people jump the
furthest? Are the sprinters good at
distance running?

And remember to love being you...Why?
Because there's only one of you: you're one of a kind!

Nurture or nature - how much of our personality is
influenced by genes or our upbringing and environment?

Can you write a tribute to a class mate , a charity
founder, a hero? What facts and opinions would you
need?

Does the Vitruvian man by Leonardo da Vinci show the
perfect human proportions?

Identity cards and micro chipping - good or bad ideas?

